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Recently Launched Tribal Utility in Washington Selects Itron Solution for Electricity Delivery

LIBERTY LAKE, Wash.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Aug. 7, 2018-- Itron, Inc. (NASDAQ: ITRI), which is innovating the way utilities and cities manage energy

and water, signed a contract with Kalispel Tribal Utilities to deploy Itron’s OpenWay ® Riva solution to build an Active Network for electricity. Kalispel
Tribal Utilities, which was launched by the Kalispel Tribe in December 2017, was created to drive economic growth, realize environmental goals and
reduce bills at its resort and casino.

With the goal of building a world-class utility, the Kalispel Tribe will collaborate with Itron to provide safe electricity while upholding the tribe’s
environmental goals. With Itron’s solution, the utility will be able to efficiently manage the delivery of electricity through greater visibility into its
operations and detailed usage information for customers. Utilizing the robust communication and edge computing in the network and meters, the utility
will be able to detect theft, address potential safety concerns before they become hazardous as well as monitor for transformer overload conditions.

“Developing our own utility is an exercise in tribal sovereignty, and we need a robust metering solution to enable us to efficiently handle billing, delivery,
operations and maintenance,” said Deane Osterman, executive director, natural resources for the Kalispel Tribe of Indians. “Itron’s solution provides
us with advanced electricity meters and an open network that will allow us to access a broad ecosystem of applications and enable future possibilities
for our new utility.”

“With Itron’s OpenWay Riva solution, Kalispel Tribal Utilities will be equipped to continuously analyze and manage its distribution system, which will
help increase the efficiency of electricity delivery and ensure safe conditions,” said Mike Zimmer, vice president, commercial and customer
enablement, North America. “By utilizing our open, standards-based solution as the foundation for its electricity delivery, Kalispel Tribal Utilities will be
prepared for the future and equipped to implement new applications on its network.”

About Itron

Itron enables utilities and cities to safely, securely and reliably deliver critical infrastructure services to communities in more than 100 countries. Our
portfolio of smart networks, software, services, meters and sensors helps our customers better manage electricity, gas and water resources for the
people they serve. By working with our customers to ensure their success, we help improve the quality of life, ensure the safety and promote the
well-being of millions of people around the globe. Itron is dedicated to creating a more resourceful world. Join us: www.itron.com.

Itron® and OpenWay® are registered trademarks of Itron, Inc. All third-party trademarks are property of their respective owners and any usage herein
does not suggest or imply any relationship between Itron and the third party unless expressly stated.
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